C A N C E R
NEW UNDERSTANDING
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In this presentation the term ‘neoplastic formations’ is used to refer to
‘cancer’. Its root word ‘neoplasia’ can be quickly understood by referring to
this link (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neoplasm).
Is there a difference between normal human cells and neoplastic cells? If
yes, what are the key differences?
Neoplasm is a neoplastic formation. Neoplasia is a condition of neoplastic
formation.

Symbolic representation
of normal human cells
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Symbolic representation of
noeplastic cells (otherwise
called cancer cells)
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All organic living cells need energy to survive, grow, and function; and is
derived rapidly from simple sugars and less rapidly from fats.
This energy is derived by the cells themselves and stored in a biochemical
compound called ATP (Adenosine Triphosphate).
The inputs for the living cells to produce the energy are oxygen and
sugars/fats.
Simplified energy system of human living cells

Oxygen
“Energy fuel”
(sugars, fats)

Biochemical
energy
Waste products

(H20, CO2, acids,
etc)

Usable energy in the form of a biochemical
compound called ATP (Adenosine
Triphosphate) produced by the cells and
utilized by the cells

• Aerobic system:

This is the predominant energy system when a
human is not in any sudden or strenuous situation requiring exertion of
muscular strength, such as lifting heavy weights, sprinting on the race
track, chased by a ferocious tiger, or even fighting against an amok person
wielding a weapon.

• Anaerobic system (Lactic Acid system or Glycolytic System):

This
is the predominant system when a human is in situations when sudden or
strenuous situations require rapid energy for the muscles to do work.

•

ATP-PC system (Phosphogen system): Generally, this is quite a rare
energy system as it occurs in situations when short spurts of muscular
exertion are required, and with quite a long while between exertions, for
example in golf swings and archery. No oxygen is required

•
•

Normal human cells at most times uses an “aerobic energy system” to
derive energy.
“Aerobic” means oxygen is required in the process.

Normal human cells

Biochemical
energy

Oxygen
“Energy fuel”
(sugars, fats)

Waste
products

Usable energy in the form of a biochemical compound called ATP (Adenosine
Triphosphate) produced by the neoplastic cells and utilized by neoplastic cells.
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Many independent research on neoplastic cells have revealed that
neoplastic cells metabolize sugars (just like normal human cells do) to
derive energy for its own survival, but in a manner which is '
alien'to
human cells because neoplastic cells DO NOT prefer oxygen to be
involved in the process and such a process is called anaerobic glycolysis
(which is synonymous to a fermentation process with many acidic byproducts).
Neoplastic cells

Biochemical
energy

“Energy fuel”
(sugars, fats)

Waste
products

Usable energy in the form of a biochemical compound called ATP (Adenosine
Triphosphate) produced by the neoplastic cells and utilized by neoplastic cells.
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Even though neoplastic cells can still perform aerobic glycolysis (requiring
oxygen), the glycolysis pathway is far different from the glycolysis pathway
of human cells (which is often termed as oxygen-phosphate pathway
rather than glycolysis); and in addition the anaerobic glycolysis of sugar
(even favored by anaerobic fungi) derives less bio-chemical energy.
There is already research data which shows that the glycolysis activity in
neoplastic cells is ABNORMALLY high, which means the inefficient
glycolysis pathway of neoplastic cells DEMAND more sugar supply than
human cells.
This fact about glycolysis is neoplastic cells (which you don'
t often hear)
indicates that neoplastic cells are closely related to anaerobic microbes.
All neoplastic cells have been shown to PREFER the use of anaerobic
glycolysis.
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Now let’s look at the key
characteristic pecularities
in neoplastic (cancer) cells.

FACET #1:

The characterization of
neoplastic cells to prefer an
anaerobic energy system
somehow strongly indicate
that they behave more like
non-human cells.
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FACET #2:

Neoplastic cells do not survive under
oxygenated environment unlike normal
human cells, which means they are
anaerobic.
Is the so-called mutation undergone by
human cells to become averse to
oxygen just a convenient
assumption? Can human cells undergo
mutation to behave like anaerobes?
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FACET #3:!

"

Neoplastic cells possess certain
enzymes which are very rarely found in
human cells (and even then only in
specialised cells), and are in fact in
concentrations which are at least
hundreds of times more than in human
cells, just like in fungal cells. One
example is beta-glucosidase.
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FACET #4:#
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Neoplastic cells develop invasive
tumours, growths, or '
colonies'in a
manner which is NOT typical of human
cells. Even if normal human cells are
said to have become mutated, FACET 1
and FACET 2 already beg serious
answers as to how mutated human cells
can behave more like independent
microbes rather than their original
nature.
…../continued
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…continuation

Furthermore, normal human cells do not
invade neighbouring cellular regions, lymphatic
systems, connective tissues, bore through
epithelial tissues, move through inter-cellular
regions, and cause metastasis. Such
aggressive behaviour is analogous to the
opportunisitc, parasitic, and colonisitc manner
of certain internal pathogens rather than
human cells.. Even if mutated human cells can
become metastatic then let'
s look at FACET 5.
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FACET #5:% &

Certain neoplasm develops dendritic
extensions connecting metastatic
colonies in a way which is akin to
fungal hyhae (mycelia) or root-like
extensions. There is no known
evidence that human cells can
develop '
root-like'extensions.
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FACET #6:' ( $ $

Neoplastic cells somehow exhibit a life of its
own and are able to continuously deal with any
strategy and tactics to eliminate them, even
the strongest of toxic chemicals as found in
chemotherapy. The survival instincts of
neoplastic cells are not typical of human cells
but are more akin to independent microbes
which have highly developed survival
instincts and colonization strategies.
How on earth can human cells be transformed into some
'
independent'
,'
survivalist'
,'
persistent'
, and '
colonizing'cells which
can play '
hide-and-seek'with human interventions.
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FACET #7:) & *

Though it has been found that neoplastic cells
have certain part of the DNA called the tumorsuppressor gene P53 being compromised and
thus seemingly explains neoplastic tumors as
mutated cells, it actually points to an
interference from an external agent to '
force'
human cells to multiply. Furthermore, it has
been found that the DNA of so-called mutated
human cells at the core of a neoplastic tumor
is more akin to a fungal DNA genotype.
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FACET #8:+ *

Can human cells undergo mutation to become
recalcitrant, morbid, self-destructive,
fermenting neoplastic entities which at a
certain stage will somehow look like eating
itself up, spewing pus, blood and
eructations? The grimacing terminal
neoplastic patient undergoes, from hair to toe,
teeth-grinding, hair-pulling, eye-popping,
extremely nerve-wrecking pain which at most
times, sedatives are needed to put down.
…../continued
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FACET #8:+ *
…continuation

The dark colorations (usually black) in dead
cells at the final stages of lesions and
eruptions are more indicative of some form of
toxins at work. The symptoms of lesions and
eruptions are not unlike that of untreated bites
from venomous snakes, spiders, or centipedes.
Where do such toxins come from if not from
internal pathogens?
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FACET #9:, -

It is often said that certain benign neoplasm
can turn malignant due to some human
interference such as during biopsies. Can a
colony of human cells (neoplasm) 'go berzerk'
just because a certain thin layer of its colony
has been tweezed or pricked?
What in the world is such a reactive response telling you? It has a
'
mind'of its own and is an independent entity possessing a '
sense'
that its survival is being interfered with or even threatened. Is the
biopsy-related malignancy a sign that the colony is not a simple
mutated human cell metastatis, but a pathogenic response to
outside interference.
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FACET #10:. /

0

Why are simple sugars, bio-actives
and dietary supplements sort of
‘forbidden’ within the initial months
of post-operative neoplasia?

Simple sugars, bio-actives and dietary
supplements are readily ingestible food
compared to complex pre-digested food.
Internal pathogens, such as fungi, are
always on the lookout for readily
ingestible food to proliferate.
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Evolution of Cancer and Candida Fungi
Extracted from "Cancer is A Fungus", pg 107, Dr Tullio Simoncini, Edizioni Lampis.
Why is there such pathological parallelism in the evolution of cancer and Candida? Isn'
t it
perhaps simpler to assume tht the two converge up to the point of being considered the very
same disease? Actually, if we stop and reflect for a moment on Candida'
s characteristics we
observe many analogies with neoplastic disease. The most obvious of these are:
a. Ubiquitous rooting. No organ or tissue is spared.
b. Constant lack of hyperpyrexia (high fever).
c. Sporadic involvement of muscles and nervous tissue.
d. Invasiveness of the almost exclusive focal type.
e. Progressive debilitation.
f. Refractoriness to any treatment.
g. Proliferation favored by a multiplicity of undifferentiated
concomitant causes.
h. Basic symptomatological configuration with structure tending
to become chronic.
i. Frequent formation of paraparenchymal masses that are
morphologically similar to neoplastic masses.
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Energy systems in the human body
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_systems
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Otto Heinrich Warburg biography:

•

The real story behind oxygen therapy:

•

Glycolysis:

http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/medicine/laureates/1931/warburg-bio.html
http://www.vanderbilt.edu/AnS/psychology/health_psychology/oxygen.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glycolysis
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Warburg Effect:

•

Laetrile/Amygdalin:

•

An introduction of Doug Kaufmann and his works:

http://personal.us.es/mlopezlazaro/2008. ACA-MC. The Warburg Effect.pdf
http://www.newswithviews.com/Howenstine/james53.htm
http://www.campaignforrealhealth.com/2009/11/21/an-introduction-to-doug-kaufmann-and-the-fungaltheory-of-disease/
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Yeast infections:

•

Cancer is a Fungus:

http://www.yeastinfectionadvisor.com/
http://www.cancerisafungus.com/cancer-fungus-order.html
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You might want to steer your life away from been ‘attacked’ by neoplasia. Since
the target is highly likely to be an internal anaerobic pathogenic fungi, the solution
should be to put in check its population.
There are hundreds of solutions to control internal pathogenic fungi and some of
them are:
– Ingesting anti-fungal foods such as garlic, lemon grass, lemons, raw edible
phyto-greens, virgin coconut oil, honey products, and edible mushrooms.
– Use of natural probiotics such as
• Yogurt,
• Tibicos (http://turningboholano.blogspot.com/2012/01/tibicos-mother-theresas-miraculous-free.html) enzyme,
• Kombucha (http://kombuchafood.blogspot.com/) enzyme,
• Pu-Erh Chinese tea (http://www.naturalnews.com/026747_Pu-erh_blood_health.html).
– Oxygen therapy
– Deep breathing exercises and physical exercises: Qigong, Yoga, TaiQi, Lajin
Paida (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gA79E4jMrcY&feature=results_main&playnext=1&list=PL3C463013A420C347)
Visit these links:
–
–
–
–
–

http://www.cancertutor.com/understanding.html
http://www.pdazzler.com/wp-content/pdf/TheOxygenModelofCancer.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQuODiMlUsc
http://www.knowthecause.com/
http://www.alkaway.com.au/blog/tag/green-foods/
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You are strongly advised to consult professional medical help
immediately.
If you are curious as to what is happening to you, you have to
understand that cancer is just one of the many chronic diseases;
and you stand a better chance of recovery if you use your free
inquiring mind.
Free your mind from the ‘standard’ information. Think out of the
box like what many people around the world are doing.
You deal with chronic diseases using knowledge first; which
means you need to get informed, sift through the wealth of
knowledge, collating data and discussing with like-minded folks.
At least your experience might light the path for others caught in
the veil of darkness of this so-called ‘mysterious’ ailment.
If you are curious, you might want to surf for information using
these search terms:
cancer fungus
cancer truth
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For more information visit:
www.mycoalkonics.com

